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as my fellow bartender friend Leo Degroff calls it. I miss the musical chime of 
silverware arrhythmically hitting ceramic plates and big, beautiful ice cubes 
cascading into cold glasses, destined to become refreshing Gin & Tonics or 
vividly bittersweet Negronis. I miss the relaxation that comes with a properly 
poured pint of Guinness or a slowly stirred Martini. I miss the rattle and hum 
of a room filled with laughter, chatter, and revelry. And like everyone else, I 
want it all back.  

The truth is that absolutely nobody on this planet—not a scientist, virologist, 
politician, or statistician—knows exactly what the coming months and years 
hold for the hospitality industry. Maybe closing streets to usher in the ‘Al 
Fresco Age’ will save us. Maybe permanent to-go liquor licensing is an answer. 
Nobody knows. Yet. Nor can we all  agree on exactly when and with what 
protocols we should reopen full-tilt. But there is no escaping the fact that with 

the razor-thin margins in our industry, to 
call this reopening phase “challenging” is an 
insulting understatement. For those who 
decide to attack this challenge, here is a 
collection of ideas and insights from around 
the bar and restaurant world that might 
just spark a thought for you. Ideas that 
might inspire you to rebuild, refresh, 
redesign, and reopen your bar, restaurant, 
cafe, or eatery just a little better, a little 
differently. And a few pages of tough love 
mostly meant to get our industry thinking 
about how to make it much more 
“unbreakable,” as my friend Jackie 

Summers would call it.  

There is no bulletproof playbook yet that will account for what we should 
expect will be a dizzying and constantly evolving array of new health code 
protocols and post-COVID requirements.  So that’s not what I’ve set out to put 
together for you. Instead see this as simply an idea guide relevant for perhaps 
just moment in time, maybe a few… that hopefully helps create a return to 
bustling bars and delightful dining rooms—with a few more options than maze 
after maze of sneezeguards. If, after thumbing through these pages, you get 
even one tiny lightbulb that helps to put a handful of our hospitality family back 
to work and lets the world safely return to revelry, then you’ve expertly mined 
this guidebook to its fullest. Because we will come back; it’s just a matter of 
how and when. You get to pick the how and when for your joint. I hope this 
guide plays a small part. 

What awaits you in the pages ahead is a curated collection of  strategies and 
tactics from the field that are working that I decided to put together after 
spending 18 years designing bars and restaurants and 30 years working (and 
playing) within them. A survival guide that represents a tiny slice of the best of 
who we can be and who we already are. Stay strong, find a way to make it fun, 
and keep the faith. 
  - Tobin Ellis 
     former bartender, hospitality designer, ops consultant 
     (but mostly bartender, at heart) 

Hospitality 2.0

I Miss “Old Earth,”

Clare M. Ward, lead bartender at Hippo in Los 
Angeles. photo credit Karl Steuck p 2



The bar staff of AnonymouS Bar in Prague has been wearing masks since they opened (as part of their experience), 
perhaps serving as a model of creativity whereby venues can lean into the new post-COVID protocols and embed them into 
your culture temporally or as long as need be. 
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